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Ultimate Questions

Shanah Tovah. Gmar Hatimah Tovah.

Tonight, as we all know, begins the Day of Judgment, and the very sound of those

words evokes for me images of small angels and devils, of a white-bearded God, and the

familiar scales of justice.  Judgment Day makes me think of Calvinist preachers in colonial

America cautioning their trembling flocks about the fires of hell.  Tonight, I hope to help

us embrace the image of Yom Kippur as a Day of Judgment on our own terms by asking

how the Jewish tradition understands the basis upon which we will be judged.

As we discussed on Rosh Hashanah, at the dramatic center of our High Holy Day

prayers, Unitaneh Tokef imagines God and the heavenly court sitting in judgment over us

while we are alive.  We describe God as the ultimate judge, jury, witness and lawyer.  “In

truth do you judge and prosecute, discern motives and bear witness, record and seal,

count and measure, remembering all that we have forgotten.”  God knows all; God’s

standards are strict, and God’s judgment certain.  We imagine that tonight and

tomorrow God decides which of us will live to stand here a year from now, who will

survive against the odds, who will be surprised – sooner than we would wish – by death.

Tonight we admit this possibility to ourselves and ask, “If I accept the inevitability of

death, what changes for me?”

In the popular imagination, the Judgement Day is also the day at the end of each

of our unique lives, when our newly disembodied soul approaches the divine court
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seeking admission into heaven from a security guard who checks a large ledger to

discover if we are on the admittance list.  In the Christian tradition, this honor goes to St.

Peter; in some Jewish traditions, it is father Abraham who stands at the gate.

Jewish stories of the gateway to the next world typically express a classic Jewish

anxiety–our guilt about getting into heaven if others are excluded.  At his death, the

Apter Rebbe contrived to empty hell.  At the gate he announced, “Master of the

universe, I know that I have no virtue and no merit for which you could set me in

paradise among the righteous.  But if you are thinking of placing me in Hell among the

evil-doers, please remember that I don’t get along with them that well.  So, I beg of you,

take all the wicked out of Hell before you put me in.”

Rabbi Hayyim of Volozhin, is said to have refused admission into heaven upon his

arrival.  His concern was that his students might not all be admitted when their turn

came, and he could not tolerate being rewarded for good deeds that were only

accomplished in the context of his community of learning.  Since each member of the

community contributed to his deserving a place in Gan Eden, he could not in good

conscience accept a reward that they could not all share.  Once the heavenly court

promised admission to all of his students, Reb Hayyim added the requirement that the

townspeople of Volozhin also be granted admission when their time came, because

without the support of the good town, without their tolerance and hospitality, his

students would not have been able to learn.  Eventually, by this inexorable logic, he

extended his argument to all of the Jewish people.  The heavenly court felt pressed, but

they accepted the justice of his claim that all Jews indeed participated in the good work
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that brought him there.  Finally, he argued for human interdependence, proving that all

people who shared the planet with him deserved entrance into heaven on his merit.

After all, the non-Jewish world provided a home within which the Jews lived and learned

torah.  At this point, the heavenly court ruled that he went too far and denied his

request.  “In that case,” said Rabbi Hayim, “I will stay outside with them and wait.”

Legend tells us he still waits, studying Talmud and praying for the redemption of all

humanity, patiently, at heaven’s door.  When we tell stories about the gates of heaven

we are helping ourselves clarify what is most important to us during our time on earth.

On Kol Nidre, we are asked to assume a cosmic perspective on our own lives,

seeing the stretch of time that preceded us, and admitting that the world will go on

without us.  I want to share with you two different sorts of lists about living life with

one’s priorities in order.  The first is that of Benjamin Franklin, and the other is from the

Talmud, a passage that specifies what the questions are that God poses of each human

soul immediately after death.  These questions provide us with insight into the priorities

of our own tradition, a Jewish view about matters of ultimate consequence.

Benjamin Franklin had determined as a young man to try to “achieve moral

perfection,” and he came up with thirteen strategies for attaining this personal goal.

They were:  silence, order, resolution, frugality, industry, sincerity, justice, moderation,

cleanliness, tranquility, chastity, and humility.  For each virtue, Franklin wrote a short

sentence about what he intended and how to honor that intention.  For silence, for

example, he wrote, “Speak not but what may benefit others or yourself.  Avoid trifling

conversation.”  For resolution, he explained, “Resolve to perform what you ought.
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Perform without fail what you resolve.”  And for tranquility, he admonished himself, “be

not disturbed by trifles or at accidents common or unavoidable.”

Within months, Franklin abandoned his project, concluding that he fell far short

of perfection and that the task was too difficult.  Noble as his effort was, what I most

appreciate is the cheerful, hopeful spirit in which Franklin faced his apparent failure.  He

admitted that this particular project was too difficult, but that he was a better and

happier person for having tried.  A practical man, Franklin may have been entirely too

precise in his individual goals, but stepping back, he well understood that he and society

were both improved by the effort alone.  The very fact that we are all dedicating this day

to self-reflection means that we are trying, and we will be the better for the effort.

When I came across a Talmudic passage that seeks to discover in the Torah the

exact questions that God asks of the newly dead, it seemed to me that the rabbis’ vision

of what God asks a newly disembodied soul tells us a great deal about what Judaism

values in life.

Rabbinic philosophy describes the soul’s progress, and the image is a beautiful

one.  When a person dies, body and soul separate.  Because the body had been the

container of the divine soul and the vehicle by which that soul acted in the world, it is

buried with love and respect.  The soul then begins a journey of cleansing into the

heavenly domain.  Angels, themselves souls with a recognizable form but no tangible

body, accompany the soul on its journey.  The soul, still bearing traces of our personality

and behavior while on earth, accounts for itself.  According to this passage, God then

poses six questions based on six words in a verse in the Book of the prophet Isaiah.  They
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are: (1) Did you conduct your business transactions with integrity?  (2) Did you set aside

regular time for learning?  (3) Did you help raise the next generation?  (4) Did you

sustain your hopes?  (5) Did you engage creatively with tradition?  (6) Finally, did you

learn from experience?

First, did you conduct your business transactions with integrity? The Talmud

here presumes a basic Jewish principle, and that is, “im ein kemach ein torah,” without

bread, no good can happen.  And so it is, that the rabbis’ first concern is about how we

conduct ourselves in matters of commerce.  Judaism never produced ascetic monks, and

even the model for the rabbi was that of a rabbi/shopkeeper, a scholar who kept one

foot in the world of business.  Practical business experience ensured that the rabbi knew

what was necessary to be an effective judge, able to make practical policy decisions. The

tradition presumes our active engagement in worldly affairs and regulates that

engagement by demanding integrity in business dealings.  Thinking about the stories we

have read this past year, from drug companies pushing pain killers to politicians

promoting miracle cures for COVID out of financial self-interest, to arms manufacturers

refusing responsibility for how their weapons are used, isn’t it remarkable that the

rabbis thought that the first of all of God’s concerns would be our business integrity.

In our financial dealings, each of us, not only corporate CEOs, faces a dozen

ethical decisions each day.  We are tempted to misrepresent, cut corners, or take

shortcuts that cannot be easily discovered.  If we place a higher value on success than on

integrity, acting privately, we may take risks or cheat on taxes.  The establishment of

human community requires the right balance of self-interest and the interests of others.
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It is the right question for the end of life because the effects of our business dealings

outlast us:  the quality of what we produce and sell, the fairness of trade and exchange,

and the shared resources paid for by taxes, determine the quality of human life.  So God

will want to know:  did you conduct your worklife with integrity?

Next, God will ask: Did you set aside regular time for learning? Having

established that we will work and trade to meet basic human needs for food and shelter,

God goes on to ask us, after your school days were behind you, did you make time to

continue learning?  Here we discover another fundamental Jewish value.  A life well lived

cannot be only about working for pay.  The life of the mind is a basic requirement of an

ethical life.  Today, in our world of on-line learning and zoom classes learning is more

accessible than ever and can be done on your time schedule.  Jewish learning in

particular emphases study with others.   Think of what it says about our humanity to

enjoin us to develop some friendships whose basis is exclusively that you study together.

Find a study buddy.  My learning partner, Rabbi Naami Kelman and I have been studying

together, from Jerusalem and the United States, weekly for over twenty years.

To study for its own sake, torah lishma in Hebrew, is to remove yourself from the

routines of work and see your life story as a soul’s journey.  On Kol Nidre, promise

yourself that you will make time to read.  Promise yourself that you will talk about what

you read with people in your life.  We will support you at B’nai Tikvah with our classes.

This fall I will offer a lunch and learn on Jewish storytelling and an evening class on the

classics of the Jewish legal and ethical tradition.  Life is often hard and frustrating.  I can

tell you from my own experience that learning keeps those frustrations in perspective by
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elevating one’s awareness.  It is not easy to find time to learn, and sometimes it is not

easy to justify taking time for learning.  So the rabbis told us that God’s second question

to our souls will be:  did you take time to learn?

The third question is: Did you help raise the next generation? The first

commandment in the Bible is to be fruitful and multiply, and beginning with the very

earliest commentaries to this text, Jewish thinkers clarify that this commandment and

this question do not refer exclusively to having and raising biological children.  The

medieval commentator, Maharsha, explains, for example, that the commandment

embraces all of the ways that we build for future generations beyond our earthly lives,

such as having students, facilitating adoption, environmental stewardship and

supporting other families materially or with your time.  Raising the next generation

means being part of developing a world community that enables children to grow up

and thrive.  Notice that if each generation stays mindful of its own obligation to nurture

the next then the world can only be better.  Living with a sense of responsibility towards

those who will be here next means leaving a world that is safe and clean.  It is fit that

God asks us once we have left about whether we did our part to continue our gifts

beyond our time, and so God will ask:  “did you help raise the next generation?”

God’s fourth question will be: (4) Did you sustain your hopes? Of all things to

sustain, God will want to know, no matter how long we lived, how much evil and pain we

witnessed, how frustrated we were in our best efforts -- whether we sustained our

hopes.
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Each new generation passes through a time of imagining a better world and

asking how they can be the generation to bring that world into being.  But the world

resists change.  With maturity, we are lulled into complacency.  Born myself at the tail

end of the peace and love generation, a person who spent my teenaged years on the

march, a student at Columbia College when it had a sit-in or two still left in it, it is

incomparably moving to me that the rabbis think that God will ask us at our deaths

whether or not we stayed hopeful.  At death, when our personal hopes are permanently

abandoned, God will want to know if we stayed hopeful all of our lives.  Optimism–and

activity inspired by optimism—turns out to be among the top requirements for life.

Rabbi Nachman of Bratslav wrote, “just as we are sure that things can be worse, be

certain that things can be repaired.”  It is not easy to hold on to the optimism of youth

because the older one gets, the more defeated one can feel.  But a defeated attitude

inhibits the hopes of the next generation, and so God asks of each soul, “did you sustain

your hopes?”

The fifth question that God will ask is, (5) Did you engage creatively with

tradition? Notice that we have come to the fifth of six questions and not a single ritual

behavior has come under heavenly scrutiny.  God does not ask if we observed Shabbat

or kashrut.  Instead, the fifth question brings us to the matter of Jewish practice in an

unexpected way.  We are told that we should judge ourselves not by some fixed

standard of religious practice but by the extent to which we have engaged with the

tradition, grappled with it, taken it seriously enough so that we can create a tradition

that we would in fact choose to honor.  By asking us not whether we lit shabbos candles,
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but instead if we wrestled with the meaning of candlelighting, God ensures that Jewish

practice will not be mindless and stagnant but will meet the needs of future generations.

So God will ask, “did you engage with the tradition.”

Finally, God will ask, “Did you learn from experience?” The final question is the

most remarkable of all:  it asks us not if we avoided error but rather if we avoided

repeating errors.  It demands that we appreciate consequences, the fact that one thing

follows another.

Asking if we learned from experience demands that we be reflective and that we

acknowledge truths, scientific and historic.  Learning from experience means building on

the past and using the power of analogy to understand new experiences.  God’s final

question must be a personal one for God, “I troubled to show you the way.  I provided

medical care and I inspired those who write history.   Did you trouble to take notes?”

Martin Buber wrote that, “Yom Kippur is a day for human as well as Divine

memories.  It should bring us face to face with ourselves; it should help us to understand

our true moral position.  It should set up our asking: ‘What am I doing with my life?’  It

should spur us to the task of self-recollection, self-scrutiny.”

When Benjamin Franklin abandoned his project of radical moral transformation,

he wrote that “I soon found that I had undertaken a task of more difficulty than I had

imagined.”  He concluded “tho’ I never arrived at the perfection I had been so ambitious

of obtaining but fell far short of it, yet I was by the endeavor a better and a happier

person than I might otherwise have been.”   As in so many matters, Franklin had this one

just right.  The goal of change we set on this Yom Kippur need not be completely
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accomplished for our work to be a success.   Let the words of the rabbis help us organize

our thinking about areas on which we might focus our attention.  The point is to keep

trying.

Gmar Hatimah Tovah.  May we all be inscribed in the book of life for a year of

peace and security, health and prosperity.  May it be a year in which we support one

another in our best efforts for change, renewal, life-long learning, spiritual growth and

social justice.  Shanah Tovah.


